Everyone knows that thousand of words are represented by a single image. As a result image search has become a very popular mechanism for the Web-searchers. Image search means, the search results are produced by the search engine should be a set of images along with their Web-page Unified Resource Locator (URL). Now Web-searcher can perform two types of image search, they are "Text to Image" and "Image to Image" search. In "Text to Image" search, search query should be a text. Based on the input text data system will generate a set of images along with their Web-page URL as an output. On the other hand, in "Image to Image" search, search query should be an image and based on this image system will generate a set of images along with their Web-page URL as an output. According to the current scenarios, "Text to Image" search mechanism always not returns perfect result. It matches the text data and then displays the corresponding images as an output, which is not always perfect. To resolve this problem, Web researchers have introduced the "Image to Image" search mechanism. In this paper, we have also proposed an alternate approach of "Image to Image" search mechanism using Histogram.
Introduction
Nowadays people are uploading the number of images in the internet [1] [2] [3] [4] . As a result internet has become a huge reservoir of digital images. Exponentially increasing digital image database volume has urged many researchers for developing effective image retrieval methods. Considering the importance of the problem, various researchers have been carried out on image search over the past few years and all are available in the literature. There are two types of image search available such as "Text to Image" search and "Image to Image" search. The "Text to Image" search mechanism expects a search text as a search query and following that search text, the search prototype will generate a set of images. "Text to Image" search approach, mainly matches the image tag information like image name, meta-tag information, etc. Now, consider such a situation where users upload their images with irrelevant text information. That time this approach will not work properly. In "Image to Image" search mechanism, search query itself contains the search image and based on the search image, search prototype will generate a set of images as an output. Unlike retrieval of "Text to Image", image search is difficult and has involved image analysis. In this paper, an attempt has been made to design a methodology for a domain specific image search prototype using histogram. This prototype fully deals with "Image to Image" search and it is a domain specific approach.
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, the basics of histogram and gray-scale of an image are discussed. Section 3 discusses the existing works. The proposed architecture for domain specific image search prototype using histogram is discussed in section 4. All the components of our architecture have been also discussed in the same section. The experimental analysis and the conclusions reached from our study have been summarized in sections 5 and 6.
Histogram Basics
Image histograms are an important concept in Image Processing [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The histogram of an image refers to the histogram of the intensity values of the pixels. Histogram displays the number of pixels in an image for a particular intensity level. A histogram is a graphical representation of data distribution. An image histogram is a type of histogram that represents a digital image tonal data distribution. It plots the number of pixels for each tonal value. By looking at the histogram for a specific image a viewer will be able to judge the entire tonal distribution at a glance.
Why Choose Histogram?
Web-pages have contained various types of images. It may be color image, gray-scale image, black-and-white
What do You Mean by Gray-Scale Image?
A gray-scale digital image is an image in which the value of each pixel is a single sample, that is, it carries only intensity information. Images of this sort, also known as black-and-white, are composed exclusively of shades of gray, varying from black at the weakest intensity to white at the strongest [10] .
Histogram of a Gray-Scale Image
The gray-scale histogram of an image represents the distribution of the pixels in the image over the gray-level scale. It can be visualized as if each pixel is placed in a bin corresponding to the color intensity of that pixel. All of the pixels in each bin are then added up and displayed on a graph. This graph is the histogram of the image.
Existing Work
Image search is such a complex mechanism, where various researches are going on to improve the search prototype. Our paper is not intended to provide a complete survey of techniques. According to our knowledge, we have applied these techniques on few examples. Now a day"s research on search engine has been carried out in universities and open laboratories, many dot-com companies. Unfortunately, many of these techniques are used by dot-coms, and especially the resulting performance, are kept private behind company walls, or are disclosed in patents that can be comprehended and appreciate by the lawyers. Therefore, we believe that the overview of problems and techniques that we presented here can be useful.
In this section, we have explained few existing mechanisms and explained how the current systems are working.
Definitions
Ontology -It is a set of domain related key information, which is kept in an organized way based on their importance. Relevance Value -It is a numeric value for each Web-page, which is generated on the basis of the term Weight value, term Synonyms, number of occurrences of Ontology terms which are existing in that Web-page. Seed URL -It is a set of base URL from where the crawler starts to crawl down the Web pages from the Internet. Weight Table -This table has 
Domain Specific Crawling
Domain specific crawling means the Web crawler crawls only domain specific Web-pages [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . For finding domains based on the Web-page content, first parsed the Web-page content and then extracted all the Ontology terms as well as syntable terms [19] [20] [21] [22] . Then each distinct Ontology term was multiplied with their respective Ontology term weight value. Ontology term weight values are taken from weight table. In this approach, for any syntable term used corresponding Ontology term weight value. Finally, taken a summation of these individual terms weight value and this value is called relevance value of that Web-page. Now if this relevance value is greater than the predefined "Relevance Limit" of that domain, then that Web-page belongs to a predefined particular domain otherwise discard the Web-page, i.e., the Web-page didn"t belong to our domain. In Figure 1 we have shown a mechanism to find a domain based on the Web-page content. Here, we consider "computer science" Ontology, syntable and weight table of computer science Ontology for finding a Web-page belongs to the computer science domain or not. Suppose, the considered Web-page contains "stu-dent" term 3 times, "lecturer" term 2 times and "associate professor" term 2 times and student, lecturer and associate professor weight values in the computer science domain are 0.4, 0.8 and 1.0 respectively. Then the relevance value becomes (3*0.4 + 2*0.8 + 2*1.0) = 4.8. Now, if 4.8 is greater than the relevance limit, then we called the considered Web-page belongs to the computer science domain otherwise we discard the Web-page.
Existing Text to Image Search
In "Text to Image" search mechanism Web searcher will provide a search text and based on that text system will find the images [23] [24] [25] [26] . Let me explain by taking an example where this mechanism will not work. Consider a Web user (A) was created a "facebook" profile using Sachin Tendulkar"s image, which is an invalid image with respect to the user (A). Now another Web user (B) wants to see the "A" user image that time if "B" user performs a text to image search based on A"s user name. The search result will produce Sachin Tendulkar"s image not "A" user image. Hence it is an invalid search result for "B" user"s side. To resolve this problem we need to analyze the images and then only we can produce correct search results. For that reason Web researcher are introduced "Image to Image" search mechanism which explained in the next subsection. 
Existing Image to Image Search
ful and described in successive sections.
Our Approach
There are various approaches followed by the Web researchers for searching an image from the internet. We also proposed a unique alternate method for image searching and we believe that this approach can be useful. Dealing with images is always a huge challenge. There are two major difficulties we have faced. In the internet lot of images are exists and there we have found some similar images with different size. Those images are present in different Web-pages, i.e., Web-page URLs are different. In that case we have used % of pixel distribution to resolve the various types of image size used. The "Percentage (%) of pixels distribution" calculation logic has given in Equation (1).
Percentage (%) of Pixels exist in x i th position (P(x i )) = (λ / TNP) *100 %
Where, 0 ≤ i ≤ 255; TNP = Total number of pixels exist in the image; λ= Number of pixels found in x i th position of the histogram Internet is a conglomeration of huge amount of multi-colored images. To avoid the color variations, we have converted all the images into 8-bit gray-scale image. In our approach, we have divided our proposed process into small modules like "generation of image repository", "Search result generation", etc. In subsequent sections, we have explained these modules.
Image Repository Creation
Image repository creation is an important role to perform "Image to Image" search. Our proposed algorithm has given below:
Input
: Seed URLs, Weight Table, Syntable Output : Image repository
Step 1: Initialize the crawlers by the Seed URLs.
Step 2: Crawl the Web-pages from internet.
Step 3: Calculate relevance value.
Step 4: if Relevance Value > Relevance Limit then If Web-page contains any image then i) Get the image and save the image. ii) Convert the image into 8-bit gray scale image. iii) Generate histogram of that gray scale image. iv) Calculate percentage (%) of pixels distribution using Equation (1). v) Save all the % of pixels distribution.
Step 5: go to step-2 until crawler has no URL.
Step 6: End
In Figure 4 , we have shown the image repository creation mechanism. Before running the crawler, we need to set the seed URLs, weight table and syntable. We have used MATLAB 7.10 for generating histograms. First crawler crawls the domain specific Web-pages from the internet. Then identify the Web-pages which contain images and get the images for further processing. Connect the images into 8-bit gray-scale image and generate histograms. Now using Equation (1) calculates percentage of pixel distributions and save it for producing search results.
Search Result Generation Mechanism
To produce search results, we need to analyze the search image and then matched with our repository image attributes. We are basically matching all P(x i ) where "i" belongs to [0, 255] and the matching dine between search image and our repository image (refer Figure 5) . Now the basic concept of our proposed search result generation mechanism is divided into two parts one exact match images and probable matched images. In exact match search mechanism, users will receive those Web-pages as a search result where search image was exactly matched with repository images except their size and color, because we are proposing such a prototype where image size and color has no impact on producing search results. In probable match search mechanism, we have used a tolerance value to match the percentage (%) of distributions and then produced the search results. Tolerance value is a user given number. For exact match case it is zero (0) and other cases it must be a positive integer number in the range of [0, 100]. Figure 6 shows a part of the user interface of our image search prototype. An image URL is typed or browses in the input image URL box, select either exact image or probable image match radio button, enter tolerance value, select the domain and enter the relevance range. In the user interface mandatory fields are denoted by star (*) sign. Relevance range default value set as [maximum relevance value, minimum relevance value], which is an editable field and according to the requirement, user can customize the relevance range values. We are providing flexibility to the users to get exact matched images or probable matched images by selecting the radio buttons in the user interface. While we select exact match that time tolerance value field become read only and set as zero (0) on the other hand if user selects probable image match radio button in the user interface that time tolerance value field becomes editable and defaulted as zero (0). In the user interface, the maximum relevance value and minimum relevance value are set dynamically according to the user selected domain. While refreshing the database, maximum relevance value is taken using ceiling function for the largest Web-page"s relevance value and minimum relevance value is taken using floor function for the smallest Web-page"s relevance value. Here, three domains such as "Cricket", "Hockey", and "Foot Ball" have been considered. For domain selection, we have used radio button because at a time only one domain can be selected. User first input all the necessary inputs and then click on "Search" button of the user interface, that time our proposed search result generation mechanism called to produce the search results.
User Interface

Experimental Analysis
In this section we have shown our test settings, how the images were analyzed and some sample image search results.
Test Settings
In this subsection we will describe different parameter settings to crawl domain specific Web-pages and their images. To run the crawler, we need to set the seed URLs, weight table and syntable. We have shown few sample data in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 . 
Image Analysis
In this subsection, we have shown the image analysis and given a partial percentage of the pixels distribution chart. Our main aim is, for a single image, color and size do not affect on image searching. We have shown six images in Figure 7 .
(a), (c), (e), (g), (i), (k).
We have considered those six figures such a way where, two same color images with different size, two same black & white images with different size and two gray scale images with different size. Now from those images we have generated histogram (refer Figure 7. (b), (d), (f), (h), (j), (l)) and then using Equation (1), we have generated Table 4 .
From the table, we have seen color and size doesn"t matter because P(x i ) are holding approximately same value. 
Image Search Results
We have used a domain specific approach, so that lots of unwanted images are already eliminated from the repository in crawling phase. As discussed in section 3.4, we have faced some issues while performing an image search in existing search prototype. Same issues we can resolve using our prototype. We have considered same search image and produced the search results. In Figure  8 , we have shown our prototype search results. From user interface we have selected the exact match option while performed the search operation.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an alternate approach for designing a domain specific image search prototype using the histogram. Our prototype is mainly designed for few domains. Moreover, this prototype is highly scalable. We can expand supporting domains by introducing new domain Ontology and other details such as weight table, syntable, etc. Our prototype image search doesn"t depend on search image color and size. We have created a uniform color and size image repository using histogram and Equation (1) percentage of pixel distribution mechanism. We have facilitated exact match and probable match option to the Web searchers using tolerance value. We are giving a wide area to the Web searchers by taking tolerance value from the user interface. While doing the survey of existing works, we found there are lot of "Image to Image" searches are going on behind the dot-com companies. But still we have found some issues on image to image search, which we can resolve using our prototype.
